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Abstract
Renewable energy is fast becoming a mainstay in today’s energy scenario. One of the important sources of renewable energy is
the wave energy, in addition to wind, solar, tidal, etc. Wave prediction/forecasting is consequently essential in coastal and ocean
engineering studies. However, it is difficult to predict wave parameters in long term and even in the short term due to its intermittent
nature. This study aims to propose a solution to handle the issue using Interval type-2 fuzzy inference system, or IT2FIS. IT2FIS has
been shown to be capable of handling uncertainty associated with the data. The proposed IT2FIS is a fuzzy neural network realizing
Takagi-Sugeno-Kang inference mechanism employing meta-cognitive learning algorithm. The algorithm monitors knowledge in
a sample to decide an appropriate learning strategy. Performance of the system is evaluated by studying significant wave heights
obtained from buoys located in Singapore. The results compared with existing state-of-the art fuzzy inference system approaches
clearly indicate the advantage of IT2FIS based wave prediction.
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1. Introduction
Renewable energy is becoming more acceptable as an alternative source of energy. They provide more
environmental friendly and cheaper power but the electrical power generation is becoming more complex with
inclusion of these sources. One of the main reasons for the complexity is the inability to accurately predict the strength
of these sources at a given time. There are various natural as well as artificial causes. As a result, the forecast of the
energy generated is very uncertain. This uncertainty leads to unpredictable or unrealistic generation, even leads to
financial losses. Hence, realistic forecast of these sources is the need for increased and improved renewable energy
usage. In this study, we attempt to forecast wave energy by working on an important characteristic of wave, namely
significant wave height. Recently, artificial neural network has been used in predicting wave height [15, 9]. It has been
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shown in the literature that artificial neural network could be developed with fuzzy inference system to enhance the
learning ability. It is referred to as neuro-fuzzy inference system [11, 2]. Traditionally, neuro-fuzzy inference system
employs type-1 fuzzy sets, which have certain membership functions and are unable to handle uncertainty. To solve the
problem, Zadeh has proposed type-2 fuzzy sets and type-2 fuzzy logic system which employs these type-2 sets [10].
Type-2 fuzzy sets are able to deal with uncertainty but the computation is massive. As a result, interval type-2 fuzzy
sets are proposed to minimize the computational effort in handling uncertainty in data [12]. Based on these Interval
Type-2 fuzzy sets, different fuzzy inference systems, known as interval type-2 fuzzy inference system or IT2FIS,
and their learning algorithms have been proposed in literature [16, 5, 8, 13, 7, 6]. Among all of the above mentioned
IT2FIS, those employing meta-cognitive learning mechanism have shown an effective generalization capability. Meta-
cognition is known as the ability of human brain to make decision on how to learn a specific knowledge by using
suitable learning strategies. Various studies on meta-cognitive algorithm with neuro-fuzzy inference system in the
literature have clearly shown their efficient performance [20, 7, 6, 8, 19, 4, 3, 18, 17].
The interval type-2 neuro fuzzy inference system proposed in this study is based on an Extended Kalman filtering
and employs meta-cognitive learning for significant wave height forecasting problem. In this work, we call it
McIT2FIS for wave height. The learning mechanism of McIT2FIS is formulated on a five-layer network realizing
Takagi Sugeno Kang fuzzy inference. The input layer has n nodes, followed by K nodes of the membership layer.
The firing layer calculates the firing strength of K rules. The interval reduction layer uses the two q factors referred in
[1] to construct output in the output layer. Meta-cognition inspires the learning mechanism of McIT2FIS. As an input
arrives, meta-cognitive component decides whether to delete the sample, learn the sample or reserve the sample based
on its knowledge. These three decisions are crucial part of meta-cognitive leaning algorithm.
In section II, the architecture of the studied interval type-2 neuro fuzzy system is presented. Meta-cognitive
mechanism and EKF-based algorithm are deployed in section III followed by performance evaluation on wave
forecasting problem in section IV. Section V concludes the main features of the paper.
2. Meta-cognitive interval type-2 neuro fuzzy inference system
Figure 1 is the proposed meta-cognitive interval type-2 inference system for wave height forecasting. The structure
consists of five layers. The aim is to estimate the relationship between the input and the output. Assume that the system
consists of m input features and has grown K rules. The funtion of each layer with the t-th sample, x(t) is presented
belows.
Fig. 1: Architecture of the interval type-2 neuro fuzzy system.
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Layer 1- Input layer: This layer contains n nodes representing n number of input features. The input is passed
directly to layer 2, Membership Function Layer. The output of j-th node is given:
u j(t) = x j(t); j = 1, 2, ..., n. (1)
Layer 2- Fuzzification layer: This layer calculates the upper and the lower membership strength of each j-th feature
in every i-th rule. The formulas are given by:
µ
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where, mj1,mj2, σ are center left, center right and width of the interval type-2 Gaussian membership function
accordingly.
Layer 3- Firing layer: The firing strength of each rule is calculated in this layer based on the following formulas:
f loi =
n∏
j=1
µloi j ; f
up
i =
n∏
j=1
µ
up
i j (5)
Layer 4- Output processing layer: This layer has K nodes, each of which represents a rule in the network. Instead
of using Karnick-Mendel iterative procedure to find lower and upper end points, this study uses q factors to increase
the learning speed and minimize the computational complexity. The two end points are given as:
yl =
(1 − ql)∑Ki=1 f upi wil + ql∑Ki=1 f loi wil∑K
i=1( f
lo
i + f
up
i )
(6)
yr =
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lo
i + f
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i )
(7)
Layer 5- Output layer: The output of this layer is the sum of the two end points from layer 4:
yˆ = yl + yr (8)
3. Meta-cognitive learning algorithm for IT2FIS
The objective is to estimate the function f[.] so that the predicted output:
yˆ = f [x(t), θ] (9)
approximates the actual output with parameter vector θ.
In order to measure the novelty in the current sample, prediction error and spherical potential are considered. The
error for t-th sample is given by:
e(t) = y(t) − yˆ(t) (10)
Prediction error and spherical potential are respectively given by:
E(t) =
√
e2(t) (11)
ψ(t) =
K∑
i=1
Floi (t) + F
up
i (t)
2K
(12)
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3.1. Sample delete strategy
The sample will be deleted if it contains knowledge that is not novel in the system or its prediction error is smaller
than the delete threshold, Ed. The criterion is given as:
E(t) < Ed (13)
3.2. Sample learn strategy
The new rule is added into the system if these existing rules cannot cover new sample effectively. Thus, we will
define the rule addition criterion to checks against the prediction error presented by the existing rules as well as the
novelty of the sample
3.2.1. The Rule Adding Criterion
E(t) > Ea AND ψ(t) < ES (14)
where, Ea is the adding threshold and ES is the novelty threshold. The new rule K+1 centers is initialized as:
[mK+1j1 ,m
K+1
j1 , ] = [x j − 0.1, x j + 0.1] (15)
The width is given as
[σK+1] = min∀ j[‖ x(t) − µ j1 ‖, ‖ x(t) − µ j2 ‖] (16)
3.2.2. The Rule Updating Criterion
The rule update criterion is as follows:
Eu < E(t) < Ea AND ψ(t) > ES (17)
The parameters are updated by an Extended Kalman filtering algorithm. EKF has been applied in various learning
algorithm and has shown its computationally fast performance [7, 20]. The formula updating parameters for this
problem are given:
θ = θ + e(t)GT . (18)
where, θ = [m1,m2, σ,w, q] is the the parameter vector of the network , e(t) is the error, and G is the EKF gain
matrix [7]. G is given by:
G = PH[R + HTPH]−1 (19)
where, P is the error covariance matrix, R = r0I is the variance of measurement noise, and H is the gradient matrix.
P is initialized as P = p0I and is updated as:
P = [I −GHT ]P + q0I (20)
It should be noted that I is the identity matrix. The gradient of predicted output with respect to network parameters
are described below.
The equations for updating wil are as follows:
∂yl
∂wil
=
(1 − ql) f loi + ql f upi∑K
i=1( f
lo
i + f
up
i )
(21)
Similarly, the updating equation for wir is given:
∂yr
∂wir
=
(1 − qr) f loi + qr f upi∑K
i=1( f
lo
i + f
up
i )
(22)
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The derivations of the premise part are expressed by the following:
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3.3. Sample reserve strategy
The sample is reserved for training in the later stage if it does not satisfy all the conditions. As mentioned earlier
in the sample update section, the samples are only learnt if the prediction error is above the update threshold and are
discarded if it is smaller. The sample is reserved for later processing if its prediction error is not only small enough to
be deleted but not big enough to update the rule in the system.
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4. Performance evaluation
The performance evaluation of McIT2FIS is tested on the wave data collected from the buoys located in Singapore.
The data was sampled every half an hour during the period from October 2014 to September 2015. In this work,
samples from the first month are studied. 1200 samples are for training and 300 for testing the network. The
performance of the algorithm has been evaluated in Matlab R2013b environment on a Window system with Xeon
CPU and 16GB RAM.
The actual and predicted output for the first five hundred training wave heights are shown in Figure 2. As can be
easily seen, McIT2FIS is able to approximate the function and accurately fit the training data into the model. Figure 3
describes the result for testing data. It can be seen from the figures that the algorithm well generalizes the underlying
trend.
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Fig. 2: Actual and predicted wave height for train data.
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Fig. 3: Actual and predicted wave height for test data.
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Now, we compare the performance of the proposed McIT2FIS with other algorithms in the literature based on the
number of rules employed and root mean square error. Table I shows the results for the algorithms in this study. It
can be observed that McIT2FIS needs smaller number of rules compared to McIT2FIS-GD and acquires competitive
prediction.
Table 1: Performance comparison on wave prediction problem
Algorithm Rules Training RMSE Testing RMSE
ANFIS 2 0.06 0.09
McIT2FIS-GD 4 0.159 0.168
McIT2FIS 2 0.066 0.097
(a) Series-Parallel (b) Parallel-Parallel
Fig. 4: Series-Parallel and Parallel-Parallel model
Next, we conduct the study on long-term forecasting. In order for McIT2FIS to identify longer step ahead, Series-
Parallel and Parallel-Parallel models are employed [14]. In the Series-Parallel model, the output is fed back into the
model while with Parallel-Parallel model, the predicted output is used to re-train McIT2FIS. Figure 4 shows the model
of two motivating ideas. Performance of two-step ahead forecast using Series-Parallel and Parallel-Parallel model is
shown in Figures 5 and Figure 6 respectively. It could be noticed that the two models achieve comparable prediction.
Table II gives the root mean square error of the testing data set for both the algorithms when we attempt to forecast
longer step ahead. From the table, it could be observed that Series-Parallel model attains slightly smaller error than
Parallel-Parallel model. It should also be noted that the prediction error increases fast when we forecast the wave
height in longer-term.
Table 2: Performance comparison on wave prediction problem
Testing RMSE 2-step ahead 3-step ahead 4-step ahead 5-step ahead
Series-Parallel 0.1306 0.1505 0.1630 0.1688
Parallel-Parallel 0.1314 0.1502 0.1625 0.1685
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Fig. 5: Two step ahead forecasting using Series-Parallel model
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Fig. 6: Two step ahead forecasting using Parallel-Parallel model
5. Conclusion
In this study, an interval type-2 fuzzy inference system with its meta-cognitive learning algorithm is evaluated on
the wave rider data set. Meta-cognitive component assesses the knowledge presenting in each sample to decide what-
to-learn, how-to-learn and when-to learn effectively. The sample is learnt in case the knowledge present is novel to
the system while it is deleted when the same knowledge has been there. Learning strategies are based on the novelty
criterion as spherical potential and energy function criterion as hinge loss error. Based on this tactics, it is ensure that
the redundant computation is avoided and the algorithm runs efficiently. The performance is evaluated on a significant
wave height prediction problem and it has been shown that the algorithm can generalize the trend accurately.
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